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On cinema: Catalan intelligentsia praises Hollywood during the golden days of silent
cinema, by Teresa Iribarren i Donadeu
This article aims to reconstruct the speech on Hollywood that displayed the Catalan intelli-
gentsia during the last years of the silent days and to demonstrate that the praise of the films
produced in California was a key in the process of accreditation of the cinema, in part due to
the prestige of outstanding directors like Charles Chaplin, Buster Keaton or King Vidor.
A bibliometrics approach to Catalan literature research, by Jordi Ardanuy, Lluís Quintana,
Cristóbal Urbano
This work is focused on scientific output in Catalan literature. A citation analysis was carried
out on the most important research journals in this field between 1974 and 2003. The main
research tendencies, literary periods, authors and works of Catalan literature are identified.
Henri Bergson in J. V. Foix’s journalistic works, by Pere Gómez Inglada
In his last statements, J. V. Foix related his poetical production to the influence of the thought
of the French philosopher Henri Bergson. This article checks for the presence of bergsonian
references in the journalistic and essayistic work by the poet from Sarrià, which is shown in
several periods of his literary production. At the same time, it gives an approach to the effect
of Bergson’s ideas into the various avant-garde artistic movements at the beginning of the
twentieth century.
The writing hand, by Ana Marques Gastão
This article offers an interpretation of Carles Duarte i Montserrat’s poetry. The author states
that his poetry focuses on the research of oneself and the misteries of enunciation. His poet-
ry, attentive to nature and the pleasures of the moment, enters into the great mediterranean
civilisations and, starting from different archetypes, proposes the poetic word as a source of
meaning to sweeten the pains of life. 
A Nura made of shaving, a poet without a flame, by Jordi Florit
During the endings of the year 2006, Ponç Pons’s poem Nura was awarded with several of
the most important and prestigious prizes from Catalan Literature. However, this article seeks
to show that the author has just rewritten his eldest poetic topics following a wrong versifi-
cation and without any kind of creative improvement. This is not only disturbing in case of
taking into account the jurymen’s competence but also the poetry readers themselves.
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